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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MEASURING AND FEEDING BACK CHANNEL STATE 
INFORMATION (CSI)

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a CSI measurement and feedback method and appara-
tus. In this solution, a terminal receives a reference signal
sent by a base station, and the terminal performs channel
measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain
first CSI carrying a target index I1. Different cases of the

target index exist. The terminal sends the first CSI. This
solution is specific to a scenario in which a 3D MIMO
technology is used. Therefore, a disadvantage in the prior
art that there is no CSI measurement and feedback meth-
od specific to the 3D MIMO technology is resolved.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications technologies, and in particular, to a CSI (Channel
State Information, channel state information) measurement and feedback method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] As wireless communications technologies develop, higher requirements are imposed on a system throughput
and a system rate, and an MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output, multiple-input multiple-output) technology emerges. In
the MIMO technology, a spatial feature can be fully used to increase a system capacity without increasing transmit power
and bandwidth. In addition, the MIMO technology plays an important role in increasing a peak rate and improving reliability
of data transmission, expanding coverage, suppressing interference, increasing the system capacity and the system
throughput. As requirements on a rate and spectral efficiency constantly increase, enhancement and optimization of the
MIMO technology are always an important direction for LTE system evolution.
[0003] A 1D antenna is used in a conventional 2D MIMO technology. To be specific, the antenna is placed in only a
horizontal direction. As shown in FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B, a fixed downtilt is used for all terminals, and a beam direction
can be adjusted in only the horizontal direction. As technologies develop, a 2D antenna is introduced, that is, a 3D MIMO
technology. As shown in FIG. 1C, FIG. 1D, and FIG. 1E, a beam direction of the 2D antenna can be adjusted in both
the horizontal direction and a vertical direction, and beam direction adjustment is freer.
[0004] In the 3D MIMO technology, an expression form of W1 is shown in Formula 1:

where
X1 and X2 are vectors in different dimensions or vector combinations. In this case, when feeding back a W1-related PMI
to a base station, a terminal needs to feed back PMIs (Precoding Matrix Indicators, precoding matrix indicator) in two
dimensions. However, currently, there is no CSI measurement and feedback method specific to the 3D MIMO technology.

SUMMARY

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide a CSI measurement and feedback method, to resolve a disad-
vantage in the prior art that there is no CSI measurement and feedback method specific to a 3D MIMO technology.
[0006] A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback method includes:

receiving, by a terminal, a reference signal sent by a base station;
performing, by the terminal, channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain first CSI carrying a target
index, where the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a
first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index, and the second
joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target
index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third
joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index
and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first
PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword
in a second dimension in W1; and
sending, by the terminal, the first CSI.

[0007] A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback apparatus includes:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a reference signal sent by a base station;
a processing unit, configured to perform channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain first CSI
carrying a target index, where the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated
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based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index, and
the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI;
or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI,
and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth
joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the
RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index
of a codeword in a second dimension in W1; and
a sending unit, configured to send the first CSI.

[0008] In the embodiments of the present invention, the CSI measurement and feedback method and apparatus are
provided. In this solution, the terminal receives the reference signal sent by the base station, and the terminal performs
channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain the first CSI carrying the target index. The target index
is the first joint index, and the first joint index is the index jointly generated based on the first precoding matrix indicator
PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is the second joint index, and the second joint index is the index jointly
generated based on the rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the
second PMI; or the target index is the third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is the index jointly
generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is the fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint
index is the index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates the index of the codeword
in the first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates the index of the codeword in the second dimension in W1.
The terminal sends the first CSI. This solution is specific to a scenario in which a 3D MIMO technology is used. Therefore,
a disadvantage in the prior art that there is no CSI measurement and feedback method specific to the 3D MIMO technology
is resolved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1A is a schematic diagram of a 1D antenna in the prior art;
FIG. 1B is another schematic diagram of a 1D antenna in the prior art;
FIG. 1C is a schematic diagram of a 2D antenna in the prior art;
FIG. 1D is another schematic diagram of a 2D antenna in the prior art;
FIG. 1E is another schematic diagram of a 2D antenna in the prior art;
FIG. 2A is a schematic diagram of measuring and feeding back CSI according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2C is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2D is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2E is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2F is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2G is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2H is a schematic diagram of a target index according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is another schematic diagram of measuring and feeding back CSI according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 4A is a schematic diagram of a CSI measurement and feedback apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4B is another schematic diagram of a CSI measurement and feedback apparatus according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 5A is a schematic diagram of a CSI measurement and feedback apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 5B is another schematic diagram of a CSI measurement and feedback apparatus according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0010] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the present invention clearer, the following
further describes the present invention in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. Apparently, the described
embodiments are merely some rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments
obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts
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shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0011] Referring to FIG. 2, an embodiment of the present invention provides a CSI measurement and feedback method.
A specific procedure is as follows:

Step 200: A terminal receives a reference signal sent by a base station.
Step 210: The terminal performs channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain first CSI carrying
a target index, where the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based
on a first PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index
jointly generated based on an RI (Rank indicator, rank indicator), the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target
index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third
joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index
and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first
PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword
in a second dimension in W1.
Step 220: The terminal sends the first CSI.

[0012] In this embodiment of the present invention, W1 meets the following rule: 

and 

where

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a

quantity N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity

of columns of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword in

the first dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI; ⊗ is

a Kronecker product;  includes discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column vector

included in  is vm1 , and vm1 meets the following rule: 
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where O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector included in  is vm2 ,

and vm2
 meets the following rule: 

where O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0013] In this embodiment of the present invention, the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI. That the
first PMI is related to the second PMI may be described as that a functional relationship exists between the first PMI
and the second PMI, and that the first PMI is unrelated to the second PMI may be described as that no functional
relationship exists between the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0014] Likewise, the third joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or
unrelated to the first PMI. The foregoing descriptions may also be used. Details are not described one by one herein again.
[0015] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are
corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the second
dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in
the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first PMIs,
where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension.
[0016] M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0017] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first
dimension and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
first PMI.
[0018] For example, when a quantity of bits of the first PMI is 2, all states of the first PMI is 4; when a quantity of bits
of the first PMI is 3, all states of the first PMI is 8; or when a quantity of bits of the first PMI is 4, all states of the first PMI is 16.
[0019] Alternatively, M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension and/or the quantity N2 of
antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the second PMI.
[0020] For example, when a quantity of bits of the second PMI is 2, all states of the second PMI is 4; when a quantity
of bits of the second PMI is 3, all states of the second PMI is 8; or when a quantity of bits of the second PMI is 4, all
states of the second PMI is 16.
[0021] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
I1*Q2. Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1, as shown in FIG. 2B.
[0022] Correspondingly, in FIG. 2B, N1=2, N2=2, O1=8, and O2=8. N1 and N2 are respectively the quantities of antennas
in the first dimension and the second dimension. O1 and O2 are respectively the over-sampling factors in the first
dimension and the second dimension. A total quantity of DFT vectors in the first dimension is N1*O1, and a total quantity
of DFT vectors in the second dimension is N2*O2.

[0023] Column numbers 0 to 15 indicate numbers of DFT vector sets included in all codewords  in the first
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dimension, and row numbers 0 to 15 indicate numbers of DFT vector sets included in all codewords  in the
second dimension.
[0024] A number in a shadow grid in the figure indicates a number for jointly indexing the first PMI and the second
PMI. Numbers of DFT vectors included in codewords that are corresponding to the first PMI and that are corresponding
to the number for joint indexing are four columns corresponding to eight grids in the upper left corner of the number that
are of four columns and two rows. Numbers of DFT vectors included in codewords that are corresponding to the second
PMI and that are corresponding to the number for joint indexing are the two rows corresponding to the eight grids in the
upper left corner of the number that are of the four columns and the two rows.
[0025] A relationship between an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI and an index of a DFT vector,
of a smallest number, included in a smallest codeword of the first PMI is i/S1. S1 is S1 in Table 1.
[0026] For example, an index of DFT vectors included in the codeword corresponding to the first PMI is (4,5,6,7). In
this case, when S1 is 1, a number of the codeword of the first PMI is 4 obtained by dividing a DFT vector 4 of the smallest
number by S1. When S1=2, the number of the codeword of the first PMI is 2.
[0027] A number of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is obtained in a way similar to the foregoing one,
and details are not described again.
[0028] A row quantity and a column quantity in another figure indicate the same meanings, and details are not described
again.
[0029] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the
second dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0030] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.
[0031] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the method is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a
scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of antennas
in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling factor in the
second dimension.
[0032] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0033] Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers, as shown in FIG. 2C.
[0034] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers, as shown in FIG. 2D; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0035] Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers. In this embodiment, Q5=4, N1=4, N2=2, O1=8, O2=4, S3=2, and S1=2.
[0036] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the index of the codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2 ; and in this case, 
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and 

[0037] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5)
mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod
2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5), as shown in FIG.
2E; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and I1/Q5
is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0038] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), as shown in FIG. 2F; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), where
Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, where an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.
[0039] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S2=8.
[0040] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q7 or
ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7, as shown in FIG. 2G.
[0041] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q7=1.
[0042] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7
or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5);
or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), as shown in FIG. 2H.
[0043] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S3=2 or S3=4.
[0044] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5)
or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5), as shown in FIG. 2H.
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[0045] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second PMI
I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

[0046] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

[0047] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are corresponding
to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4, 6, 16,
and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0, 2, 8,
and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, where the codewords of W2 are: 

where

four states        corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states of

e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from 16 to

19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states of e8

are numbered from 28 to 31, where x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.

~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~
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[0048] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.
[0049] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0050] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0051] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or 8.
[0052] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0053] Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is configuration information for performing subset restriction on a codeword
of W2. As shown in Table 1, there are four configurations in total in Table 1. Eight grids in each configuration correspond
to eight vectors obtained after performing a Kronecker product on codewords in two dimensions. Numbers 0 to 3 in a

horizontal direction correspond to numbers of four DFT vectors in    and numbers 0 to 2 in a vertical direction

correspond to numbers of two DFT vectors in    S1 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two

codewords of adjacent numbers in    and S2 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two codewords

of adjacent numbers in   

[0054] Optionally, the first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least two of a first CSI reporting
type, a second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, or a fourth CSI reporting type.
[0055] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment.

Table 1 Configuration Information of Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig

Codebook-Subset-SelectionCondfig Codeword index of W2 (s1, s2)

Condfig 1

0-3 (1, 1)

Condfig 2

0-7, 16-23 (2, 2)

Condfig 3

0-3, 8-11, 20-23, 28-31 (2, 2)

Condfig 4

0-15 (2, 2)
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[0056] The first CSI reporting type includes a rank indicator RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the third broadband PMI indicates an index of a codebook included in W2; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or an index jointly generated according to the RI
and the first broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting
type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting type includes
a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a fifth
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI, the fourth broadband
PMI is a minimum value of a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and the fifth broadband PMI is a maximum
value of the first broadband PMI and the second broadband PMI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the first broadband
PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband
CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a
broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a
fifth broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, the third CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the fourth CSI includes a third broadband PMI and a CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third
CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes an indication parameter of a codebook
configuration manner, the third CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and
the codebook configuration indication parameter is used to indicate a codebook aggregation manner; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and an indication parameter of a configuration manner, and the second CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI.
[0057] The first CSI further includes the fourth CSI reporting type. The fourth CSI reporting type includes a third
broadband PMI and a broadband CQI.
[0058] A first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, and the second CSI reporting period
is longer than a third CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, the second CSI reporting period is longer than
a third CSI reporting period, and the third CSI reporting period is longer than a fourth CSI reporting period.
[0059] The first CSI reporting period corresponds to the first CSI reporting type, the second CSI reporting period
corresponds to the second CSI reporting type, and the third CSI reporting period corresponds to the third CSI reporting
type.
[0060] Content included in the CSI reporting type is related to a Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig manner.
[0061] Different states of a PTI indicate whether broadband reporting or subband reporting is used next to report the
first PMI and the second PMI or whether the first PMI or the second PMI is reported next.
[0062] The first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least three of a first CSI reporting type, a
second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, a fourth CSI reporting type, a fifth CSI reporting type, a sixth CSI
reporting type, or a seventh CSI reporting type.
[0063] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment, and each reporting type corresponds to a
reporting period.
[0064] The first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI. When PTI=0, the second CSI
reporting type and the third CSI reporting type are reported next; or when PTI=1, the second CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0065] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
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indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the second broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI, and the sixth CSI reporting type includes the
first broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and
the third CSI reporting type are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next; or when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth
CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0066] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the first broadband PMI and a second subband PMI, the sixth CSI reporting type includes the second
broadband PMI and the third subband PMI, and the seventh CSI reporting type includes the second subband PMI and
the third subband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and the third CSI reporting type
are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are
reported next; when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported
next; or when the PTI is in a fourth state, the seventh CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0067] That the terminal sends the first CSI includes the following:
The terminal periodically sends the first CSI.
[0068] The method further includes the following:
The terminal receives a reporting indication sent by the base station, and sends an RI, a CQI, and one of the first PMI
and the second PMI based on the reporting indication at a non-periodical reporting moment.
[0069] A subframe interval between a subframe for sending the first CSI and a reference subframe corresponding to
the subframe for sending the first CSI is related to an antenna configuration and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0070] The subframe interval is related to a quantity of codebooks included in a codebook restriction subset of W1,
and the codebook restriction subset is a set of codebooks, in W1, that can be indicated by the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0071] The subframe interval is related to K.
[0072] The first CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process.
[0073] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the second CSI, where the second CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process.
[0074] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0075] That the terminal determines that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes
the following:
The terminal determines, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is
higher than the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0076] That the terminal determines, based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI, that the
priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes the following:
If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a reference
signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute of whether
the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of
the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0077] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0078] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0079] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0080] A priority of the first-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the second-type CSI process.
[0081] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A>B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A>B2).
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[0082] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0083] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI; or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0084] The first CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process and the first-type CSI process.
[0085] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the second CSI, where the second CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process and the second-type
CSI process.
[0086] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0087] That the terminal determines that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes
the following:
The terminal determines, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is
higher than the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0088] That the terminal determines, based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI, that the
priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes the following:
[0089] If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a
reference signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute
of whether the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the
priority of the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0090] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0091] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0092] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0093] A priority of the second-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the first-type CSI process.
[0094] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A<B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A<B2).
[0095] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0096] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI, and the priority of the third CSI is higher
than the priority of the first CSI (B2>B1>A); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI, and the priority of the second CSI is higher than the
priority of the first CSI (B1>B2>A).
[0097] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0098] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher
than a priority of the third CSI (B2>A>B1); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
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1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority
of the third CSI (B1>A>B2).
[0099] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI and a quantity
of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI both are greater than 1, the second
CSI includes an index of the sub-reference signal, and the third CSI does not include an index of the sub-reference
signal, a priority of a reporting type corresponding to the second CSI is higher than a priority of a reporting type corre-
sponding to the third CSI.
[0100] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, the
priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI.
[0101] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, the priority of the second CSI is higher than
the priority of the first CSI.
[0102] Referring to FIG. 3, an embodiment of the present invention provides another CSI measurement and feedback
method. A procedure is as follows:

Step 300: Abase station sends a reference signal to a terminal.
Step 310: The base station receives first CSI that is obtained by the terminal by performing channel measurement
based on the reference signal, where the first CSI carries a target index, the target index is a first joint index, and
the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI;
or the target index is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank
indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target
index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the
first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index
jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first
dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a second dimension in W1.

[0103] In this embodiment of the present invention,
W1 meets the following rule: 

and 

where

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a quantity

N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity of columns
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of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword in the first

dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI; ⊗ is a Kronecker

product;  includes discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column vector included in

 is vm1, and vm1 meets the following rule: 

where O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector included in  is vm2
,

and vm2 meets the following rule: 

where O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0104] In this embodiment of the present invention, the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI. That the
first PMI is related to the second PMI may be described as that a functional relationship exists between the first PMI
and the second PMI, and that the first PMI is unrelated to the second PMI may be described as that no functional
relationship exists between the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0105] Likewise, the third joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or
unrelated to the first PMI. The foregoing descriptions may also be used. Details are not described one by one herein again.
[0106] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are
corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the second
dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in
the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first PMIs,
where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension.
[0107] M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0108] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first
dimension and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
first PMI.
[0109] For example, when a quantity of bits of the first PMI is 2, all states of the first PMI is 4; when a quantity of bits
of the first PMI is 3, all states of the first PMI is 8; or when a quantity of bits of the first PMI is 4, all states of the first PMI is 16.
[0110] Alternatively, M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension and/or the quantity N2 of
antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the second PMI.
[0111] For example, when a quantity of bits of the second PMI is 2, all states of the second PMI is 4; when a quantity
of bits of the second PMI is 3, all states of the second PMI is 8; or when a quantity of bits of the second PMI is 4, all
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states of the second PMI is 16.
[0112] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
I1*Q2. Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1, as shown in FIG. 2B.
[0113] Correspondingly, in FIG. 2B, N1=2, N2=2, O1=8, and O2=8. N1 and N2 are respectively the quantities of antennas
in the first dimension and the second dimension. O1 and O2 are respectively the over-sampling factors in the first
dimension and the second dimension. A total quantity of DFT vectors in the first dimension is N1*O1, and a total quantity
of DFT vectors in the second dimension is N2*O2.

[0114] Column numbers 0 to 15 indicate numbers of DFT vector sets included in all codewords  in the first

dimension, and row numbers 0 to 15 indicate numbers of DFT vector sets included in all codewords  in the
second dimension.
[0115] A number in a shadow grid in the figure indicates a number for jointly indexing the first PMI and the second
PMI. Numbers of DFT vectors included in codewords that are corresponding to the first PMI and that are corresponding
to the number for joint indexing are four columns corresponding to eight grids in the upper left corner of the number that
are of four columns and two rows. Numbers of DFT vectors included in codewords that are corresponding to the second
PMI and that are corresponding to the number for joint indexing are the two rows corresponding to the eight grids in the
upper left corner of the number that are of the four columns and the two rows.
[0116] A relationship between an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI and an index of a DFT vector,
of a smallest number, included in a smallest codeword of the first PMI is i/S1. S1 is S1 in Table 1.
[0117] For example, an index of DFT vectors included in the codeword corresponding to the first PMI is (4,5,6,7). In
this case, when S1 is 1, a number of the codeword of the first PMI is 4 obtained by dividing a DFT vector 4 of the smallest
number by S1. When S1=2, the number of the codeword of the first PMI is 2.
[0118] A number of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is obtained in a way similar to the foregoing one,
and details are not described again.
[0119] A row quantity and a column quantity in another figure indicate the same meanings, and details are not described
again.
[0120] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the
second dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0121] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.
[0122] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the method is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a
scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of antennas
in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling factor in the
second dimension.
[0123] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0124] Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3),Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers, as shown in FIG. 2C.
[0125] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3),Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers, as shown in FIG. 2D; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0126] Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers. In this embodiment, Q5=4, N1=4, N2=2, O1=8, O2=4, S3=2, and S1=2.
[0127] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the index of the codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2 ; and in this case, 
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and 

[0128] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5)
mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod
2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5), as shown in FIG.
2E; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and I1/Q5
is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0129] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), as shown in FIG. 2F; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), where
Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, where an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.
[0130] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S2=8.
[0131] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or
ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7, as shown in FIG. 2G.
[0132] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q7=1.
[0133] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7
or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3),and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5);
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or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), as shown in FIG. 2H.
[0134] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S3=2 or S3=4.
[0135] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5)
or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*H,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5), as shown in FIG. 2H.
[0136] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second PMI
I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

[0137] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

[0138] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are corresponding
to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4, 6, 16,
and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0, 2, 8,
and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, where the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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where

four states        corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states of

e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from 16 to

19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states of e8

are numbered from 28 to 31, where x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.
[0139] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.
[0140] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0141] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0142] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or 8.
[0143] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0144] Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is configuration information for performing subset restriction on a codeword
of W2. As shown in Table 1, there are four configurations in total in Table 1. Eight grids in each configuration correspond
to eight vectors obtained after performing a Kronecker product on codewords in two dimensions. Numbers 0 to 3 in a

horizontal direction correspond to numbers of four DFT vectors in    and numbers 0 to 2 in a vertical direction

correspond to numbers of two DFT vectors in    S1 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two

codewords of adjacent numbers in    and S2 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two codewords of

adjacent numbers in   

Table 1 Configuration Information of Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig

Codebook-Subset-SelectionCondfig Codeword index of W2 (s1, s2)

Condfig 1

0-3 (1, 1)

Condfig 2

0-7, 16-23 (2, 2)

Condfig 3

0-3, 8-11, 20-23, 28-31 (2, 2)

~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~
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[0145] Optionally, the first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least two of a first CSI reporting
type, a second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, or a fourth CSI reporting type.
[0146] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment.
[0147] The first CSI reporting type includes a rank indicator RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the third broadband PMI indicates an index of a codebook included in W2; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the RI and
the first broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting
type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting type includes
a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a fifth
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI, the fourth broadband
PMI is a minimum value of a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and the fifth broadband PMI is a maximum
value of the first broadband PMI and the second broadband PMI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the first broadband
PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband
CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a
broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a
fifth broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, the third CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the fourth CSI includes a third broadband PMI and a CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third
CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes an indication parameter of a codebook
configuration manner, the third CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and
the codebook configuration indication parameter is used to indicate a codebook aggregation manner; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and an indication parameter of a configuration manner, and the second CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI.
[0148] The first CSI further includes the fourth CSI reporting type. The fourth CSI reporting type includes a third
broadband PMI and a broadband CQI.
[0149] A first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, and the second CSI reporting period
is longer than a third CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, the second CSI reporting period is longer than
a third CSI reporting period, and the third CSI reporting period is longer than a fourth CSI reporting period.
[0150] The first CSI reporting period corresponds to the first CSI reporting type, the second CSI reporting period
corresponds to the second CSI reporting type, and the third CSI reporting period corresponds to the third CSI reporting
type.
[0151] Content included in the CSI reporting type is related to a Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig manner.
[0152] Different states of a PTI indicate whether broadband reporting or subband reporting is used next to report the
first PMI and the second PMI or whether the first PMI or the second PMI is reported next.
[0153] The first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least three of a first CSI reporting type, a
second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, a fourth CSI reporting type, a fifth CSI reporting type, a sixth CSI
reporting type, or a seventh CSI reporting type.
[0154] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment, and each reporting type corresponds to a

(continued)

Codebook-Subset-SelectionCondfig Codeword index of W2 (s1, s2)

Condfig 4

0-15 (2, 2)
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reporting period.
[0155] The first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI. When PTI=0, the second CSI
reporting type and the third CSI reporting type are reported next; or when PTI=1, the second CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0156] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the second broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI, and the sixth CSI reporting type includes the
first broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and
the third CSI reporting type are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next; or when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth
CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0157] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the first broadband PMI and a second subband PMI, the sixth CSI reporting type includes the second
broadband PMI and the third subband PMI, and the seventh CSI reporting type includes the second subband PMI and
the third subband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and the third CSI reporting type
are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are
reported next; when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported
next; or when the PTI is in a fourth state, the seventh CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0158] The method further includes the following:
The base station sends a reporting indication to the terminal, so that the terminal sends an RI, a CQI, and one of the
first PMI and the second PMI based on the reporting indication at a non-periodical reporting moment.
[0159] A subframe interval between a subframe for sending the first CSI and a reference subframe corresponding to
the subframe for sending the first CSI is related to an antenna configuration and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0160] The subframe interval is related to a quantity of codebooks included in a codebook restriction subset of W1,
and the codebook restriction subset is a set of codebooks, in W1, that can be indicated by the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0161] The subframe interval is related to K.
[0162] The first CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process.
[0163] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the second CSI sent by the terminal, where the second CSI is specific to a second-type CSI
process.
[0164] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0165] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner:
determining, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than
the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0166] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI:
[0167] If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a
reference signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute
of whether the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the
priority of the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0168] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0169] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
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[0170] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0171] A priority of the first-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the second-type CSI process.
[0172] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A>B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A>B2).
[0173] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0174] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI; or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0175] The first CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process and the first-type CSI process.
[0176] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the second CSI sent by the terminal, where the second CSI is specific to a first-type CSI
process and the second-type CSI process.
[0177] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0178] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner:
determining, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than
the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0179] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI:

If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a
reference signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an
attribute of whether the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is
higher than the priority of the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals correspond-
ing to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.

[0180] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0181] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0182] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0183] A priority of the second-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the first-type CSI process.
[0184] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A<B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A<B2).
[0185] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0186] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI, and the priority of the third CSI is higher
than the priority of the first CSI (B2>B1>A); or
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if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI, and the priority of the second CSI is higher than the
priority of the first CSI (B1>B2>A).
[0187] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0188] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher
than a priority of the third CSI (B2>A>B1); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority
of the third CSI (B1>A>B2).
[0189] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI and a quantity
of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI both are greater than 1, the second
CSI includes an index of the sub-reference signal, and the third CSI does not include an index of the sub-reference
signal, a priority of a reporting type corresponding to the second CSI is higher than a priority of a reporting type corre-
sponding to the third CSI.
[0190] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, the
priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI.
[0191] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, the priority of the second CSI is higher than
the priority of the first CSI.
[0192] As shown in FIG. 4A, an embodiment of the present invention provides a CSI measurement and feedback
apparatus. The apparatus includes a receiving unit 40, a processing unit 41, a sending unit 42.
[0193] The receiving unit 40 is configured to receive a reference signal sent by a base station.
[0194] The processing unit 41 is configured to perform channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain
first CSI carrying a target index, where the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly
generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index,
and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI;
or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and
the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint
index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first
PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword
in a second dimension in W1.
[0195] The sending unit 42 is configured to send the first CSI.
[0196] W1 meets the following rule: 

and 

where
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W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a quantity

N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity of columns

of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword in the first dimension,

and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI; ⊗ is a Kronecker product;

 includes discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column vector included in  is
vm1

, and vm1
 meets the following rule: 

where O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector included in  is vm2 ,

and vm2
 meets the following rule: 

where O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0197] The first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the third joint index is related or unrelated to the
second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.
[0198] A set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing
in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second
PMIs, where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second
dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first PMIs,
where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension.
[0199] M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0200] M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first
dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.
[0201] Alternatively, M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension and/or the quantity N2 of
antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the second PMI.
[0202] If the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1,
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1*Q2. Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.
[0203] Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the first
dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in
the second dimension.
[0204] Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.
The apparatus is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas
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in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the
first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0205] If the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Il
mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7
or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0206] Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3),Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers.
[0207] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7,
where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3),Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2,
and S3 are positive integers; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0208] Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers.
[0209] The index of the codeword corresponding to the first PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding
to the second PMI is i1,2; and in this case, 

and 

[0210] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of
a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S+1floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5),
and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
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floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q=6ceil(N2*O2/Q5).
[0211] I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0212] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), where
Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, where an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.
[0213] S2=8.
An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corre-
sponding to the second PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.
[0214] Q7=1.
An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5).
[0215] I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0216] S3=2 or S3=4.
An index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2*I1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2*I1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).
[0217] The fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second PMI 11,2 have the following correspondence and meet the
following rule:

[0218] The first joint index I1 and the second joint index IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

[0219] When the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits,
serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//secondPMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4, 6, 16,
and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0, 2, 8,
and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, where the codewords of W2 are: 

where

four states        corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states of

e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from 16 to

19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states of e8

are numbered from 28 to 31, where x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.
[0220] S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.
[0221] S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna
ports and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0222] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0223] Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or 8.
When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0224] In this embodiment of the present invention, optionally, Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or 8.
[0225] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0226] Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is configuration information for performing subset restriction on a codeword
of W2. As shown in Table 1, there are four configurations in total in Table 1. Eight grids in each configuration correspond
to eight vectors obtained after performing a Kronecker product on codewords in two dimensions. Numbers 0 to 3 in a

~
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~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~
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horizontal direction correspond to numbers of four DFT vectors in    and numbers 0 to 2 in a vertical direction

correspond to numbers of two DFT vectors in    S1 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two codewords

of adjacent numbers in    and S2 indicates a quantity of DFT vectors that stagger two codewords of adjacent

numbers in   

[0227] Optionally, the first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least two of a first CSI reporting
type, a second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, or a fourth CSI reporting type.
[0228] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment.
[0229] The first CSI reporting type includes a rank indicator RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the third broadband PMI indicates an index of a codebook included in W2; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the RI and
the first broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting
type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting type includes
a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a fifth
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI, the fourth broadband
PMI is a minimum value of a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and the fifth broadband PMI is a maximum
value of the first broadband PMI and the second broadband PMI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the first broadband
PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband
CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a
broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a
fifth broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, the third CSI

Table 1 Configuration Information of Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig

Codebook-Subset-SelectionCondfig Codeword index of W2 (s1, s2)

Condfig 1

0-3 (1, 1)

Condfig 2

0-7, 16-23 (2, 2)

Condfig 3

0-3, 8-11, 20-23, 28-31 (2, 2)

Condfig 4

0-15 (2, 2)
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reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the fourth CSI includes a third broadband PMI and a CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third
CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes an indication parameter of a codebook
configuration manner, the third CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and
the codebook configuration indication parameter is used to indicate a codebook aggregation manner; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and an indication parameter of a configuration manner, and the second CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI.
[0230] The first CSI further includes the fourth CSI reporting type. The fourth CSI reporting type includes a third
broadband PMI and a broadband CQI.
[0231] A first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, and the second CSI reporting period
is longer than a third CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, the second CSI reporting period is longer than
a third CSI reporting period, and the third CSI reporting period is longer than a fourth CSI reporting period.
[0232] The first CSI reporting period corresponds to the first CSI reporting type, the second CSI reporting period
corresponds to the second CSI reporting type, and the third CSI reporting period corresponds to the third CSI reporting
type.
[0233] Content included in the CSI reporting type is related to a Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig manner.
[0234] Different states of a PTI indicate whether broadband reporting or subband reporting is used next to report the
first PMI and the second PMI or whether the first PMI or the second PMI is reported next.
[0235] The first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least three of a first CSI reporting type, a
second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, a fourth CSI reporting type, a fifth CSI reporting type, a sixth CSI
reporting type, or a seventh CSI reporting type.
[0236] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment, and each reporting type corresponds to a
reporting period.
[0237] The first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI. When PTI=0, the second CSI
reporting type and the third CSI reporting type are reported next; or when PTI=1, the second CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0238] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the second broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI, and the sixth CSI reporting type includes the
first broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and
the third CSI reporting type are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next; or when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth
CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0239] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the first broadband PMI and a second subband PMI, the sixth CSI reporting type includes the second
broadband PMI and the third subband PMI, and the seventh CSI reporting type includes the second subband PMI and
the third subband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and the third CSI reporting type
are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are
reported next; when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported
next; or when the PTI is in a fourth state, the seventh CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0240] That the terminal sends the first CSI includes the following:
[0241] The terminal periodically sends the first CSI.
[0242] The method further includes the following:
The terminal receives a reporting indication sent by the base station, and sends an RI, a CQI, and one of the first PMI
and the second PMI based on the reporting indication at a non-periodical reporting moment.
[0243] A subframe interval between a subframe for sending the first CSI and a reference subframe corresponding to
the subframe for sending the first CSI is related to an antenna configuration and/or an over-sampling factor.
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[0244] The subframe interval is related to a quantity of codebooks included in a codebook restriction subset of W1,
and the codebook restriction subset is a set of codebooks, in W1, that can be indicated by the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0245] The subframe interval is related to K.
[0246] The first CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process.
[0247] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the second CSI, where the second CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process.
[0248] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0249] That the terminal determines that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes
the following:
The terminal determines, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is
higher than the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0250] That the terminal determines, based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI, that the
priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes the following:
If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a reference
signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute of whether
the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of
the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0251] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0252] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0253] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0254] A priority of the first-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the second-type CSI process.
[0255] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A>B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A>B2).
[0256] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0257] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI; or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0258] The first CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process and the first-type CSI process.
[0259] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the second CSI, where the second CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process and the second-type
CSI process.
[0260] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0261] That the terminal determines that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes
the following:
The terminal determines, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is
higher than the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0262] That the terminal determines, based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI, that the
priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI includes the following:
If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a reference
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signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute of whether
the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of
the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0263] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0264] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0265] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0266] A priority of the second-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the first-type CSI process.
[0267] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A<B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A<B2).
[0268] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0269] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI, and the priority of the third CSI is higher
than the priority of the first CSI (B2>B1>A); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI, and the priority of the second CSI is higher than the
priority of the first CSI (B1>B2>A).
[0270] The method further includes the following:
The terminal obtains the third CSI, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0271] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher
than a priority of the third CSI (B2>A>B1); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority
of the third CSI (B1>A>B2).
[0272] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI and a quantity
of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI both are greater than 1, the second
CSI includes an index of the sub-reference signal, and the third CSI does not include an index of the sub-reference
signal, a priority of a reporting type corresponding to the second CSI is higher than a priority of a reporting type corre-
sponding to the third CSI.
[0273] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, the
priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI.
[0274] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, the priority of the second CSI is higher than
the priority of the first CSI.
[0275] As shown in FIG. 4B, an embodiment of the present invention provides a CSI measurement and feedback
apparatus. The apparatus includes a receiver 400, a processor 410, a transmitter 420.
[0276] The receiver 400 is configured to receive a reference signal sent by a base station.
[0277] The processor 410 is configured to perform channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain
first CSI carrying a target index, where the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly
generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index,
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and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI;
or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and
the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint
index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first
PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword
in a second dimension in W1.
[0278] The transmitter 420 is configured to send the first CSI.
[0279] As shown in FIG. 5A, an embodiment of the present invention provides a CSI measurement and feedback
apparatus. The apparatus includes a sending unit 50 and a receiving unit 51.
[0280] The sending unit 50 is configured to send a reference signal to a terminal.
[0281] The receiving unit 51 is configured to receive first CSI that is obtained by the terminal by performing channel
measurement based on the reference signal, where the first CSI carries a target index, the target index is a first joint
index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second
PMI; or the target index is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank
indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target
index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first
PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly
generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in
W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a second dimension in W1.
[0282] W1 meets the following rule: 

and 

where

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a quantity

N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity of columns

of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword in the first

dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI; ⊗ is a Kronecker

product;  includes discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column vector included in

 is vm1
, and vm1

 meets the following rule: 
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where O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector included in  is vm2,

and vm2
 meets the following rule: 

where O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0283] The first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the third joint index is related or unrelated to the
second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.
a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first
PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, where
a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first PMIs,
where a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension.
[0284] M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.
[0285] M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first
dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.
[0286] Alternatively, M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension and/or the quantity N2 of
antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the second PMI.
[0287] If the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1,
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1*Q2. Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.
[0288] Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the first
dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in
the second dimension.
[0289] Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.
The apparatus is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas
in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the
first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.
[0290] If the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7
or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0291] Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers.
[0292] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7,
where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2,
and S3 are positive integers; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7.
[0293] Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2,
and S3 are positive integers.
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[0294] The index of the codeword corresponding to the first PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding
to the second PMI is i1,2; and in this case, 

and 

[0295] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of
a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5),
and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5)mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5).
[0296] I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0297] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1
mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), where
Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, where an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.
[0298] S2=8.
An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corre-
sponding to the second PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.
Q7=1.
[0299] An index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3)
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or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Il mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, where Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5).
[0300] I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).
[0301] S3=2 or S3=4.
An index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).
[0302] The fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second PMI I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the
following rule:

[0303] The first joint index I1 and the second joint index IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

[0304] When the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits,
serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third
PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4, 6, 16,
and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0, 2, 8,
and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, where the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PM-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/secondPMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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where

four states        corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states of

e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from 16 to

19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states of e8

are numbered from 28 to 31, where x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.
[0305] S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.
[0306] S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna
ports and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0307] When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0308] Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or 8.
When Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is
the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
[0309] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment.
[0310] The first CSI reporting type includes a rank indicator RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the third broadband PMI indicates an index of a codebook included in W2; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the RI and
the first broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting
type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third CSI reporting type includes
a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, the second CSI reporting type includes a fifth
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband CQI, the fourth broadband
PMI is a minimum value of a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and the fifth broadband PMI is a maximum
value of the first broadband PMI and the second broadband PMI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a first broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the first broadband
PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband
CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a second broadband PMI or a joint index of the RI and the second
broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a
broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and a fourth broadband PMI, and the second CSI reporting type includes a
fifth broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, the third CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, and the fourth CSI includes a third broadband PMI and a CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI, and the third
CSI reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes an indication parameter of a codebook
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configuration manner, the third CSI reporting type includes a first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI, and
the codebook configuration indication parameter is used to indicate a codebook aggregation manner; or
the first CSI reporting type includes an RI and an indication parameter of a configuration manner, and the second CSI
reporting type includes a second broadband PMI, a third broadband PMI, and a broadband CQI.
[0311] The first CSI further includes the fourth CSI reporting type. The fourth CSI reporting type includes a third
broadband PMI and a broadband CQI.
[0312] A first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, and the second CSI reporting period
is longer than a third CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period; or
a first CSI reporting period is longer than a second CSI reporting period, the second CSI reporting period is longer than
a third CSI reporting period, and the third CSI reporting period is longer than a fourth CSI reporting period.
[0313] The first CSI reporting period corresponds to the first CSI reporting type, the second CSI reporting period
corresponds to the second CSI reporting type, and the third CSI reporting period corresponds to the third CSI reporting
type.
[0314] Content included in the CSI reporting type is related to a Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig manner.
[0315] Different states of a PTI indicate whether broadband reporting or subband reporting is used next to report the
first PMI and the second PMI or whether the first PMI or the second PMI is reported next.
[0316] The first CSI is CSI corresponding to a CSI process, and includes at least three of a first CSI reporting type, a
second CSI reporting type, a third CSI reporting type, a fourth CSI reporting type, a fifth CSI reporting type, a sixth CSI
reporting type, or a seventh CSI reporting type.
[0317] The reporting types are CSI content reported at a same moment, and each reporting type corresponds to a
reporting period.
[0318] The first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a first broadband
PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and the second
broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality indicator
CQI, and the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI. When PTI=0, the second CSI
reporting type and the third CSI reporting type are reported next; or when PTI=1, the second CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0319] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the second broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI, and the sixth CSI reporting type includes the
first broadband PMI and the third broadband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and
the third CSI reporting type are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the
fourth CSI reporting type are reported next; or when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth
CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0320] Alternatively, the first CSI reporting type includes a PTI and an RI, the second CSI reporting type includes a
first broadband PMI and a second broadband PMI or an index jointly generated based on the first broadband PMI and
the second broadband PMI, the third CSI reporting type includes a third broadband PMI and a broadband channel quality
indicator CQI, the fourth CSI reporting type includes a third subband PMI and a subband CQI, the fifth CSI reporting
type includes the first broadband PMI and a second subband PMI, the sixth CSI reporting type includes the second
broadband PMI and the third subband PMI, and the seventh CSI reporting type includes the second subband PMI and
the third subband PMI. When the PTI is in a first state, the second CSI reporting type and the third CSI reporting type
are reported next; when the PTI is in a second state, the fifth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are
reported next; when the PTI is in a third state, the sixth CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported
next; or when the PTI is in a fourth state, the seventh CSI reporting type and the fourth CSI reporting type are reported next.
[0321] The method further includes the following:
The base station sends a reporting indication to the terminal, so that the terminal sends an RI, a CQI, and one of the
first PMI and the second PMI based on the reporting indication at a non-periodical reporting moment.
[0322] A subframe interval between a subframe for sending the first CSI and a reference subframe corresponding to
the subframe for sending the first CSI is related to an antenna configuration and/or an over-sampling factor.
[0323] The subframe interval is related to a quantity of codebooks included in a codebook restriction subset of W1,
and the codebook restriction subset is a set of codebooks, in W1, that can be indicated by the first PMI and the second PMI.
[0324] The subframe interval is related to K.
[0325] The first CSI is specific to a first-type CSI process.
[0326] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the second CSI sent by the terminal, where the second CSI is specific to a second-type CSI
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process.
[0327] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0328] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner:
determining, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than
the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0329] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI:
If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a reference
signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute of whether
the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of
the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0330] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0331] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0332] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0333] A priority of the first-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the second-type CSI process.
[0334] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A>B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A>B2).
[0335] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0336] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI; or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0337] The first CSI is specific to a second-type CSI process and the first-type CSI process.
[0338] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the second CSI sent by the terminal, where the second CSI is specific to a first-type CSI
process and the second-type CSI process.
[0339] The terminal determines that the first CSI and the second CSI need to be sent in a same time unit, and sends
only the first CSI when a priority of the first CSI is higher than a priority of the second CSI.
[0340] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner:
determining, according to at least one piece of the following information, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than
the priority of the second CSI:
a CSI reporting type, a carrier number of a carrier corresponding to CSI, a CSI process corresponding to the CSI, or an
attribute of a reference signal corresponding to the CSI.
[0341] That the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI may be determined in the following
manner based on the attribute of the reference signal corresponding to the CSI:
[0342] If a reference signal corresponding to one piece of CSI of the first CSI and the second CSI is precoded and a
reference signal corresponding to the other piece of CSI is not precoded, the terminal determines, based on an attribute
of whether the reference signal corresponding to the CSI is precoded, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the
priority of the second CSI; or
if reference signals respectively corresponding to the first CSI and the second CSI are both precoded, the terminal
determines, according to attributes of sub-reference signals included in the precoded reference signals corresponding
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to the CSI, that the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI.
[0343] The first CSI further includes an RI and a CQI.
[0344] When a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, and an RI, a PMI, and a CQI that
are of a sub-reference signal corresponding to the index; or
when a quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater
than 1, the second CSI includes an RI, a PMI, and a CQI.
[0345] The CSI reporting type corresponding to the first CSI is the same as or different from a CSI reporting type
corresponding to the second CSI.
[0346] A priority of the second-type CSI process is higher than a priority of the first-type CSI process.
[0347] The quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1 (A<B1); or
the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is equal to 1 (A<B2).
[0348] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0349] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI, and the priority of the third CSI is higher
than the priority of the first CSI (B2>B1>A); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the second CSI, and the priority of the second CSI is higher than the
priority of the first CSI (B1>B2>A).
[0350] The method further includes the following:
The base station receives the third CSI sent by the terminal, where the third CSI is specific to the second-type CSI process.
[0351] If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is
greater than 1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is
equal to 1, the priority of the second CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher
than a priority of the third CSI (B2>A>B1); or
if the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, a
priority of the third CSI is higher than the priority of the first CSI, and the priority of the first CSI is higher than the priority
of the third CSI (B1>A>B2).
[0352] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI and a quantity
of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI both are greater than 1, the second
CSI includes an index of the sub-reference signal, and the third CSI does not include an index of the sub-reference
signal, a priority of a reporting type corresponding to the second CSI is higher than a priority of a reporting type corre-
sponding to the third CSI.
[0353] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and a quantity of sub-reference signals included in a reference signal corresponding to the third CSI is equal to 1, the
priority of the second CSI is higher than a priority of the third CSI.
[0354] The method further includes the following:
If the quantity of sub-reference signals included in the reference signal corresponding to the second CSI is greater than
1, and the second CSI includes an index of a sub-reference signal resource, the priority of the second CSI is higher than
the priority of the first CSI.
[0355] As shown in FIG. 5B, an embodiment of the present invention provides a CSI measurement and feedback
apparatus. The apparatus includes a transmitter 50 and a receiver 51.
[0356] The transmitter 50 is configured to send a reference signal to a terminal.
[0357] The receiver 51 is configured to receive first CSI that is obtained by the terminal by performing channel meas-
urement based on the reference signal, where the first CSI carries a target index, the target index is a first joint index,
and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI;
or the target index is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank
indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target
index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first
PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly
generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in
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W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a second dimension in W1.
[0358] Persons skilled in the art should understand that the embodiments of the present invention may be provided
as a method, a system, or a computer program product. Therefore, the present invention may use a form of hardware
only embodiments, software only embodiments, or embodiments with a combination of software and hardware. Moreover,
the present invention may use a form of a computer program product that is implemented on one or more computer-
usable storage media (including but not limited to a disk memory, a CD-ROM, an optical memory, and the like) that
include computer-usable program code.
[0359] The present invention is described with reference to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the method, the
device (system), and the computer program product based on the embodiments of the present invention. It should be
understood that computer program instructions may be used to implement each process and/or each block in the
flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and a combination of a process and/or a block in the flowcharts and/or the block
diagrams. These computer program instructions may be provided for a general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer,
an embedded processor, or a processor of any other programmable data processing device to generate a machine, so
that the instructions executed by a computer or a processor of any other programmable data processing device generate
an apparatus for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more
blocks in the block diagrams.
[0360] These computer program instructions may be stored in a computer readable memory that can instruct the
computer or any other programmable data processing device to work in a specific manner, so that the instructions stored
in the computer readable memory generate an artifact that includes an instruction apparatus. The instruction apparatus
implements a specific function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block
diagrams.
[0361] These computer program instructions may be loaded onto a computer or another programmable data processing
device, so that a series of operations and steps are performed on the computer or the another programmable device,
thereby generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the computer or the
another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specific function in one or more processes in the flow-
charts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0362] Although some preferred embodiments of the present invention have been described, persons skilled in the
art can make changes and modifications to these embodiments once they learn the basic inventive concept. Therefore,
the following claims are intended to be construed as to cover the preferred embodiments and all changes and modifications
falling within the scope of the present invention.
[0363] Obviously, persons skilled in the art can make various modifications and variations to the embodiments of the
present invention without departing from the spirit and scope of the embodiments of the present invention. The present
invention is intended to cover these modifications and variations provided that they fall within the scope of protection
defined by the following claims and their equivalent technologies.

Claims

1. A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback method, comprising:

receiving, by a terminal, a reference signal sent by a base station;
performing, by the terminal, channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain first CSI carrying
a target index, wherein the target index is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated
based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index is a second joint index,
and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the
second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and
the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the
target index is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on
the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the
second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a second dimension in W1; and
sending, by the terminal, the first CSI.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein W1 meets the following rule: 
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wherein

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a

quantity N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity

of columns of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword

in the first dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI;

⊗ is a Kronecker product;  comprises discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column

vector comprised in  is vm1
, and vm1

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector comprised in 

is vm2
, and vm2

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the third
joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are
corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the
second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on the
codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
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in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first
PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the
second dimension, wherein
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension and/or
the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension
and/or the quantity N2 of antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
second PMI.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI
is I1*Q2, wherein Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension and/or
the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

9. The method according to claim 7 or 8, wherein Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.

10. The method according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein the method is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a
scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of
antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling
factor in the second dimension.

11. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an index of
a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

12. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a code-
word corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers;
or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

13. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein the index of the codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2; and in this case, 
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and 

14. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI
is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or
ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5)mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2;
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding
to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

15. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), wherein Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5).

16. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is I1*Q6/S2, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein S2=8.

18. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q7
or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein Q7=1.
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20. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod
Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3)
or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

21. The method according to claim 20, wherein S3=2 or S3=4.

22. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).

23. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 22, wherein the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second PMI
I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

24. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 22, wherein the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

25. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 24, wherein when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4,
6, 16, and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0,
2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, wherein the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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wherein four states        corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword

corresponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four

states of e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered

from 16 to 19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four

states of e8 are numbered from 28 to 31, wherein x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.

26. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 25, wherein S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.

27. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 26, wherein S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

28. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 27, wherein Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4, or
8, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

29. A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback apparatus, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a reference signal sent by a base station;
a processing unit, configured to perform channel measurement based on the reference signal, to obtain first
CSI carrying a target index I1, wherein the target index I1 is a first joint index, and the first joint index is an index
jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second PMI; or the target index I1 is a
second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based on a rank indicator RI, the
first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index I1 is the first PMI and the second PMI; or the target index I1
is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly generated based on the
first PMI and the RI; or the target index I1 is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the fourth joint index is an
index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an index of a codeword in
a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a second dimension in W1; and
a sending unit, configured to send the first CSI.

30. The apparatus according to claim 29, wherein W1 meets the following rule: 
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wherein

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a

quantity N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity

of columns of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword

in the first dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI;

⊗ is a Kronecker product;  comprises discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column

vector comprised in  is vm1, and vm1 meets the following rule: 

wherein O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector comprised in 

is vm2 , and vm2 meets the following rule: 

wherein O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

31. The apparatus according to claim 29 or 30, wherein the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the
third joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.

32. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 31, wherein a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that
are corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in
the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on
the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first
PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the
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second dimension, wherein
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

33. The apparatus according to claim 32, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension
and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.

34. The apparatus according to claim 32, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension
and/or the quantity N2 of antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
second PMI.

35. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is I1*Q2, wherein Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.

36. The apparatus according to claim 35, wherein Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension
and/or the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

37. The apparatus according to claim 35 or 36, wherein Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.

38. The apparatus according to any one of claims 7 to 9, wherein the apparatus is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or
a scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of
antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling
factor in the second dimension.

39. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

40. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a code-
word corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers;
or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

41. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 40, wherein the index of the codeword corresponding to the
first PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2 ; and in this case, 
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and 

42. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI
is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or
ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2;
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding
to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

43. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), wherein Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The apparatus
according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2,
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.

44. The apparatus according to claim 43, wherein S2=8.

45. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod
Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.

46. The apparatus according to claim 45, wherein Q7=1.

47. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1 *Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il
mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5)
or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1 *Q6/S2), and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3)
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or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

48. The apparatus according to claim 47, wherein S3=2 or S3=4.

49. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).

50. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 49, wherein the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second
PMI I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

51. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 50, wherein the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

52. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 51, wherein when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4,
6, 16, and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0,
2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, wherein the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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wherein

four states  corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states

of e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from

16 to 19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states

of e8 are numbered from 28 to 31, wherein x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.

53. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 52, wherein S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.

54. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 53, wherein S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

55. The apparatus according to any one of claims 29 to 54, wherein Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4,
or 8, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

56. A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback method, comprising:

sending, by a base station, a reference signal to a terminal; and
receiving, by the base station, first CSI that carries a target index and that is obtained by the terminal by
performing channel measurement based on the reference signal, wherein the target index is a first joint index,
and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and a second
PMI; or the target index is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly generated based
on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index is the first PMI and the second
PMI; or the target index is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is an index jointly
generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index is a fourth joint index and the first PMI, the
fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI indicates an
index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword in a
second dimension in W1.

57. The method according to claim 56, wherein W1 meets the following rule: 

~
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wherein

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a

quantity N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity

of columns of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword

in the first dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI;

⊗ is a Kronecker product;  comprises discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column

vector comprised in  is vm1
, and vm1

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector comprised in 

is vm2
, and vm2

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

58. The method according to claim 56 or 57, wherein the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the third
joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.

59. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 58, wherein a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that
are corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in
the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on
the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first
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PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the
second dimension, wherein
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

60. The method according to claim 59, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension and/or
the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.

61. The method according to claim 60, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension
and/or the quantity N2 of antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
second PMI.

62. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is I1*Q2, wherein Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.

63. The method according to claim 62, wherein Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension and/or
the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

64. The method according to claim 62 or 63, wherein Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.

65. The method according to any one of claims 62 to 64, wherein the method is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2 or a
scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of
antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling
factor in the second dimension.

66. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

67. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a code-
word corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers;
or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

68. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 67, wherein the index of the codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2 ; and in this case, 
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and 

69. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI
is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or
ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2;
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding
to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

70. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), wherein Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2, and
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.

71. The method according to claim 70, wherein S2=8.

72. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q7
or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.

73. The method according to claim 72, wherein Q7=1.

74. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
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is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod
Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3)
or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

75. The method according to claim 74, wherein S3=2 or S3=4.

76. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 61, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).

77. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 76, wherein the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second
PMI I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

78. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 77, wherein the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

79. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 78, wherein when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are 0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4,
6, 16, and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0,
2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, wherein the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/fiist PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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wherein

four states  corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states

of e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from

16 to 19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states

of e8 are numbered from 28 to 31, wherein x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.

80. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 79, wherein S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.

81. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 80, wherein S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

82. The method according to any one of claims 56 to 81, wherein Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2, 4,
or 8, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

83. A channel state information CSI measurement and feedback apparatus, comprising:

a sending unit, configured to send a reference signal to a terminal; and
a receiving unit, configured to receive first CSI that carries a target index I1 and that is obtained by the terminal
by performing channel measurement based on the reference signal, wherein the target index I1 is a first joint
index, and the first joint index is an index jointly generated based on a first precoding matrix indicator PMI and
a second PMI; or the target index I1 is a second joint index, and the second joint index is an index jointly
generated based on a rank indicator RI, the first PMI, and the second PMI; or the target index I1 is the first PMI
and the second PMI; or the target index I1 is a third joint index and the second PMI, and the third joint index is
an index jointly generated based on the first PMI and the RI; or the target index I1 is a fourth joint index and the
first PMI, the fourth joint index is an index jointly generated based on the second PMI and the RI, the first PMI
indicates an index of a codeword in a first dimension in W1, and the second PMI indicates an index of a codeword
in a second dimension in W1.
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84. The apparatus according to claim 83, wherein W1 meets the following rule:

wherein

W is a precoding matrix;  is a codeword in the first dimension, and a quantity of columns of  is a

quantity N1 of antenna ports in the first dimension;  is a codeword in the second dimension, and a quantity

of columns of  is a quantity N2 of antenna ports in the second dimension; i1,1 is an index of the codeword

in the first dimension, and i1,2 is an index of the codeword in the second dimension; W2 corresponds to a third PMI;

⊗ is a Kronecker product;  comprises discrete Fourier transform DFT column vectors, a form of the column

vector comprised in  is vm1
, and vm1

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O1 is an over-sampling factor in the first dimension; and a form of a column vector comprised in 

is vm2
, and vm2

 meets the following rule: 

wherein O2 is an over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

85. The apparatus according to claim 83 or 84, wherein the first PMI is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the
third joint index is related or unrelated to the second PMI, or the fourth joint index is related or unrelated to the first PMI.

86. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 85, wherein a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that
are corresponding to at least M different first PMIs existing in all first PMIs is different from a set of codewords in
the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to second PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on
the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the second dimension; or
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a set of codewords in the second dimension in W1 that are corresponding to at least M different second PMIs existing
in all second PMIs is different from a set of codewords in the first dimension in W1 that are corresponding to first
PMIs, wherein a Kronecker product is performed on the codeword in the first dimension and the codeword in the
second dimension, wherein
M is an integer greater than or equal to 2.

87. The apparatus according to claim 86, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O1 in the first dimension
and/or the quantity N1 of antennas in the first dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the first PMI.

88. The apparatus according to claim 86, wherein M is related to the over-sampling factor O2 in the second dimension
and/or the quantity N2 of antennas in the second dimension, or M is equal to a total quantity of all states of the
second PMI.

89. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is I1*Q2, wherein Q1 and Q2 are integers greater than or equal to 1.

90. The apparatus according to claim 89, wherein Q1 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the first dimension
and/or the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is related to a total quantity of antennas in the second
dimension and/or the over-sampling factor in the second dimension.

91. The apparatus according to claim 89 or 90, wherein Q1=Q2=1, or Q1=Q2=2, or Q1=Q2=4.

92. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 91, wherein the apparatus is applicable to a scenario of N1=N2
or a scenario of N1*Q1=N2*Q2, N1 is the total quantity of antennas in the first dimension, N2 is the total quantity of
antennas in the second dimension, Q1 is the over-sampling factor in the first dimension, and Q2 is the over-sampling
factor in the second dimension.

93. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein if the first target index I1 is the first joint index, an
index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and an
index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod Q5)*Q6/S2 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, and
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

94. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a code-
word corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or
Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S1, S2, and S3 are positive integers;
or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or
ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(I1/Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), and Q5, Q6, Q7, S2, and
S3 are positive integers.

95. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 94, wherein the index of the codeword corresponding to the
first PMI is i1,1, and the index of the codeword corresponding to the second PMI is i1,2 ; and in this case, 
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and 

96. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor((Ii/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI
is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2; and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI
is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein
Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5), and I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or
ceil(I1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2,
or an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is ceil((I1/Q5) mod 2)*Q6/S1+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2;
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is ceil(I1/Q5)*Q7, or an index of a codeword corresponding
to the first PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3) or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or
Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

97. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1 or ceil(I1/Q5)*Q6/S1, and an index
of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2),
floor((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), or
ceil((I1/Q5)*Q6/S1)+ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q6/S2), wherein Q6=floor(N1*Q1/Q5) or ceil(N1*Q1/Q5). 16. The apparatus
according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is I1*Q6/S2,
and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is I1.

98. The apparatus according to claim 97, wherein S2=8.

99. The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1 *Q4), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Il mod
Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7; or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q4) or ceil(I1*Q4), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q5)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q5)*Q7.

100.The apparatus according to claim 99, wherein Q7=1.

101.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the first
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PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1
mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N2*O2/S3) or Q7=ceil(N2*O2/S3), and Q6=floor(N1*O1/Q5)
or Q6=ceil(N1*O1/Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the second PMI is floor(I1*Q6/S2) or ceil(I1*Q6/S2), and an index of a
codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(I1 mod Q8)*Q7 or ceil(I1 mod Q8)*Q7, wherein Q7=floor(N1*O1/S3)
or Q7=ceil(N1*O1/S3), and Q6=floor(N2*O2/Q5) or Q6=ceil(N2*O2/Q5), wherein
I1/Q5 is floor(I1/Q5) or ceil(I1/Q5).

102.The apparatus according to claim 101, wherein S3=2 or S3=4.

103.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 88, wherein an index of a codeword corresponding to the second
PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is
floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5); or
an index of a codeword corresponding to the first PMI is floor(Q7*I1,2) or ceil(Q7*I1,2), and an index of a codeword
corresponding to the second PMI is floor(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5) or ceil(Q8*I1,2+i1,1*Q5).

104.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 103, wherein the fourth joint index IRI//second PMI and the second
PMI I1,2 have the following correspondence and meet the following rule:

105.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 104, wherein the first joint index I1 and the second joint index
IRI/first PMI/second PMI meet the following rule:

106.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 105, wherein when the rank is 1, Codebook-Subset-Selection-
Config is a configuration 1, and when the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords that are of W2 and that
are corresponding to the third PMI are 0 to 3; or when the third PMI is 1 bit, used serial numbers of codewords are
0 and 2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 2, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23, or 0 to 3, or 4,
6, 16, and 18, or 5, 7, 17, and 19, or 0, 2, 4, and 6, or 16, 18, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 5, and 7, or 17, 19, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 3, and the third PMI is 2 bits, serial numbers of codewords
that are of W2 and that are corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 28, and 30, or 1, 3, 29, and 31, or 0 to 3, or 0,
2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, or 0, 2, 20, and 22, or 1, 3, 21, and 23; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is a configuration 4, and the third PMI is 2 bits, codewords of W2 that are
corresponding to the third PMI are 0, 2, 8, and 10, or 1, 3, 9, and 11, wherein the codewords of W2 are: 

IRI//second PMI RI I1,2

0 to Y0 1 IRI//second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI//second PMI-Y0-1

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI//second PMI-Y1-1

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/second PMI-Y2-1

IRI/first PMI/second PMI RI I1

0 to Y0 1 IRI/first PMI/second PMI

Y0+1 to Y1 2 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y0+1)

Y1+1 to Y2 3 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y1+1)

Y2+1 to Y3 4 IRI/first PMI/second PMI-(Y2+1)

Y0+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when a rank is 1;
Y1+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 2;
Y2+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 3; and
Y3+1 is IRI/first PMI/total quantity of all states of the second PMI when the rank is 4.
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wherein

four states  corresponding to a number e1 of a codeword corre-

sponding to W2 are numbered from 0 to 3, four states of e2 are then sequentially numbered from 4 to 7, four states

of e3 are numbered from 8 to 11, four states of e4 are numbered from 12 to 15, four states of e5 are numbered from

16 to 19, four states of e6 are numbered from 20 to 23, four states of e7 are numbered from 24 to 27, and four states

of e8 are numbered from 28 to 31, wherein x is a parameter related to a quantity of antenna ports.

107.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 106, wherein S1=2 or 3 or S1=4; or
S2=1 or S2=2 or 3;
Q5=2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 or S3=2, 3, 4, or 8; and
Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to N1, N2, O1, and O2 and/or related to quantities of bits of the first PMI and the second
PMI; or Q5, Q6, and Q7 are related to a feedback mode or related to a configuration mode.

108.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 107, wherein S2 and S3 are related to codebook subset selection
configuration information and/or the quantity of antenna ports and/or an over-sampling factor, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=4; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.

109.The apparatus according to any one of claims 83 to 108, wherein Q5=2, 3, 4, 6, or 8, and S1=2 or S1=4, or S3=2,
4, or 8, wherein
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S2=1, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S2=2; or
when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig is the configuration 1, S3=2, and when Codebook-Subset-SelectionConfig
is the configurations 2 to 4, S3=4.
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